
    The singer and face of Givenchy Dahlia Divin 
explains her emotional connection to scent

“This special bottle 
supports Keep a 
Child Alive, which 
helps children  
with HIV and AIDS. 
In Durban, South 
Africa, our nonprofit 
created a clinic that 
also has tutors and 
a kitchen where 
everybody can cook 
together—it offers a 
sense of community.”
GIVENCHY Dahlia Divin 
Black Ball Limited Edition 
EDP (available in October 
at Saks Fifth Avenue), $110.

I
wear perfume almost every day because it creates a mood 
immediately. It gives me a feeling—sort of like music. With a 
song, you can’t explain exactly what happens, or when it’s 
going to happen, or what it’s going to do to you or somebody 
else. But somehow, it’s this beautiful conduit that connects 
everybody in a way nothing else can. 

Fragrance evokes emotion in the same way. For example, the scent  
of cinnamon is my comfort zone; whenever there’s something baking 
with cinnamon, it reminds me of my childhood. When I’m in a funky 
mood, lavender makes me feel good because it’s calming and relaxing. Or 
if I’m away from my husband and I miss him, I’ll wear his cologne—but I 
won’t tell anyone what it is; I don’t want everyone to get it, because then 
it would lose its specialness.

Rose is something I’ve recently discovered. When you think  
about giving roses to a person you like, there’s a reason behind that 
tradition: It’s that the scent really does open your heart [chakra, 
according to Ayurvedic healers]. And it works! So I love to burn rose 
candles or apply rose oil, especially when I’m writing. Jasmine is another 
scent I love, probably because it was my grandmother’s favorite flower.

Givenchy’s new Dahlia Divin Eau de Toilette has a jasmine note. 
The fragrance has this luminescence; it’s sensual but also fresh. 
There’s a lightness, from peach, and there’s vanilla, so it’s earthy, and 
sandalwood, which is another one of my favorites. It just has all these 
layers, like a woman. If it were a song, it would be a good mid- to 
up-tempo track that has a soaring melody but then a really strong 
beat. —As told to Jennifer Goldstein

“White Musk was the first fragrance I ever 
bought, when I was 11 or 12. It’s a good one.” 
THE BODY SHOP White Musk Sumptuous Silk Shower Gel, $15.

The songwriter  
in Givenchy by 
Riccardo Tisci

               IN HER OWN WORDS  

 ALICIA KEYS “We burned 
sandalwood 
incense in the 
studio when I  
was making  
my first record.”  
NIPPON KODO 
Kayuragi 
Sandalwood 
Incense, 
$12. 

“I love rose candles, 
especially when  
I’m writing.” 
LADURÉE PARIS Caprice 
Rose Candle, $68.

TOP NOTES
Memorable scents from Alicia’s repertoire

For information on 
where to buy, see 

Shopping Directory.
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